**UC CONNECT**

**Tight Buffered Standard Preterm Assembly – Fixed Gland (Generic)**

---

**A= Tail Strip back lengths:-**

- 4 Core = 500mm
- 8 Core = 800mm
- 12 Core = 1000mm
- 16 Core = 1000mm
- 24 Core = 1300mm

**Label:-**

- Cable label to suit cable diameter
- And to be either flag or wrap around style.

**Testing:-**

- Insertion loss @ 1310 nm
- Back reflection @ 1310 nm ≥ 50 Db
- Insertion loss @ 850 nm
- All tests in accordance with insertion loss and testion version 1
- Test result sheet to be included.

**Packaging:-**

- 1-49mts coiled packaged within bubble wrap and boxed individually 50mtrs+ supplied on a reel.